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CHINA MERCHANTS TOWER & WOODS PARK
SHENZHEN, CHINA
China Merchants Tower anchors the Woods
Park master plan, located in the Nanshan
District of Shenzhen, China. It sits on a
150,000 sm site and provides 107,000 sm
of new office and select retail space. The
tower’s tapered and chamfered form drives
the building’s architectural, structural, and
high performance efficiencies. The form
increases the building’s aspect ratio and
allows lower floors to slope away from the
sun, decreasing the solar radiation that
strikes the exterior wall. Architecturally,
the shape allows for the distribution of
exterior notches that support balconies,
giving tenants access to the outdoors on
each level. Inside, the notches double the
quantity of corner offices per floor, making
the floorplates more appealing to potential
tenants.
Together, the tower’s architectural design,
structural system, and sustainability
features put the building on target to receive
a two star certification from the China Green
Star rating system.

Design Facts
Project Gross Area

150,000 SM

Tower Gross Area

107,000 SM

Project Net Area		

107,000 SM

Tower Net Area

71,000 SM

Tower Height

211 M

Percent Occupied

90%

Primary Use 		
Office with select
			retail & residential
Targeted China 		
Green Star rating

Two Stars

Energy Efficiency

Indoor Air Quality

Cost Effectiveness

The overall energy efficiency strategies applied to
architecture and system designs yield an estimated
annual energy saving of 29%, compared against the
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline design.

Since Shenzhen’s climate is tropical, passive
design also played an important part in the tower’s
orientation, allowing cool breezes to be utilized in
interior spaces via operable windows. Over the course
of the year, 15% of annual occupied office hours
allow for natural ventilation.

The tower structure itself was built using predominately
conventional construction techniques that allowed for
the efficient completion of the majority of the structure.
This, in turn, helped reduce the high costs typically
associated with the tall tower construction process.
The selective application of more specialized
construction techniques was deployed in high value
areas of the project. These include a hanging stainless
steel grillage that braces the façade system in the 16m
tall lobby space, and the concrete encased structural
steel cantilevered floor beams in the long span, columnfree corners of the office floors.

The tower’s curtain wall façade enhances energy
conservation, building occupant quality of life, and
architectural aesthetics. It is composed of low-E,
unitized glass that is clad in a system of closely arrayed
horizontal glass fins. On average, annual incident solar
radiation on the facade is reduced by 22% through this
design feature. The close spacing of the fins reduces
solar gains into the occupied space while minimizing
the risk of glare, and the system’s notched expression
allows mutual shading within the building façade.
The shading fins also allow daylight to filter deep into
the space and they refract light at night, working in
conjunction with the top of the tower—its signature
element—to illuminate the form.
Additional vision glass was strategically located within
the façade’s self-shaded spines to allow for enhanced
daylighting. The combination of reduced solar gain and
façade self-shading minimizes overall building cooling
loads, operational energy, and energy costs. Moreover,
because the façade design maximizes diffuse daylight
in the interior, when coupled with daylight sensors,
it reduces the tower’s lighting power density and the
associated impact on the cooling load.
Air conditioning is delivered to the occupied space
by means of fan coil units coupled with a dedicated
outside air system (DOAS) to provide fresh air. Energy
recovery on air handlers reduces the outside air
cooling demand and ultimately the building’s overall
operational energy. Carbon dioxide sensors linked
to the building smart management system ensure
that optimal air quality is maintained throughout the
occupied space at the lowest energy expense. Inside
the tower, an increased amount of thermostats on
the office floors allows for user control and increased
occupant comfort.

Humidity, temperature, and air quality index
measurements are ideal for the use of natural
ventilation in fall, winter, and early spring.
Innovation
To mitigate wind loading on the building and
increase the cost efficiency of the structural design,
aerodynamic considerations were included in the
architectural shaping of the tower form. The project
site is subjected to intense wind loadings due to
tropical cyclones arriving from the South China Sea. In
response, the tower’s tapered building form, variable
chamfered corners, slots passing through the
building form, and partially porous parapet screen
all serve to inhibit the formation of organized vortex
shedding from the building. This significantly reduces
a wind phenomenon that can greatly affect simple
prismatic building forms.
Operation & Maintenance
A central plant with variable speed chillers,
pumps, and drive fans on outside air units with
zoning controls enhances the tower’s MEP
systems efficiency. This allows the building to save
the maximum amount of energy through controls
that allow partial heating and cooling based on
the building’s various occupancy and zoning
configurations. Efficient adjustment and monitoring
of the building’s health post-occupancy is allowed via
the metering of all systems, including heating, cooling,
electrical, lighting, and water.

Cantilevering the columns in this manner allowed the
building to be shaped without sloping columns in multiple
directions. This, in turn, allowed for flexible floorplates
and expansive views out toward Shenzhen. These
elements help maximize the tower’s appeal to current and
future tenants, (hopefully) maximizing occupancy rates
and the revenue stream generated by this occupancy.
Environmental Impact
Up to 40% water savings within the tower will be
realized. Extremely efficient fixtures—including watersaving urinals and sensor faucets, which consume up
to 85% less water than conventional units—contribute
greatly to overall savings. As an office tower, hot water
loads were minimal, allowing for a roof-mounted solar
hot water system that provides a significant renewable
contribution to hot water production. Treated gray
water is reused for irrigation of the wetland park and
surrounding formal grounds. Irrigation is additionally
supplemented by 31,000 cubic meters of water collected
via rain harvesting.
Annual monsoons also made water diversion and
management a primary design concern. To mitigate
this, 70,000 cubic meters of rain water per year is
diverted to the onsite wetland treatment system
with calculated storm water system overflow. This water
does not discharge to the city sewer system. Instead, it
allows aquifer recharge that prevents the flooding and
inundation of local infrastructure.

A BOWED AND CHAMFERED FORM
ANCHORS EFFICIENCY

Extruded vertically, a square
plan and central core create a
highly efficient, rational form.

The tower massing is tapered
along its height and chamfered
at its corners to mitigate
intense wind, optimizing
the structural system. The
proportions of the tower are
also enhanced.

Notches cut into the form
double the quantity of corner
offices per floor and increase
surface area, improving
daylight penetration to the
interior.

Cantilevered corners allow the
building to be shaped without
sloping columns in multiple
directions. Floors become
flexible and views remain
expansive.

Horizontal glass fins shield the
fully glazed facade to minimize
solar gain and bounce daylight
deep into the space. Balconies
added to the notches create
exterior space at every level.

A REFINED FACADE
ASSEMBLAGE

The tower’s curtain wall façade enhances energy
conservation, building occupant quality of life, and
architectural aesthetics. It is composed of low-E,
unitized glass that is clad in a system of closely
arrayed horizontal, three-meter glass fins.
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Performatively, the fins control for Shenzhen’s hot
and sunny climate. They have been closely spaced
together to effectively reduce solar radiation and
conductive loads into the occupied spaces. On
average, incident solar radiation is reduced 22%
through this design feature.
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MAXIMIZING
NATURAL LIGHT
The fins also bounce light deep into the interior,
allowing for optimal natural illumination of
workspaces. Operable windows can be opened
when outdoor conditions are ideal.
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Since Shenzhen’s climate is tropical, passive
design also played an important part in the tower’s
orientation, allowing cool breezes to be utilized in
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水系统

SMART WATER SAVINGS
AND REUSE
Up to 40% water savings within the tower will be realized. Extremely efficient fixtures
contribute greatly to overall savings. Treated gray water is reused for irrigation of the
wetland park and surrounding formal grounds. Irrigation is additionally supplemented by
31,000 cubic meters of water collected via rain harvesting.
Annual monsoons also made water diversion and management a primary design concern. To
mitigate this, 70,000 cubic meters of rain water per year is diverted to the onsite wetland
treatment system with calculated storm water system overflow.
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SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS FOR A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
A comprehensive suite of sustainability
features contributes additional performance
benefits, The overall energy efficiency
strategies applied to architecture and system
designs yield an estimated annual energy
saving of 29%, compared against the
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline design.

Condensate Collection
Local production of fresh
water using dehumidification
of outside air

High Efficiency Lighting
High efficiency lighting
fixtures reduce internal
lighting power density.
Recycled Water
Rainwater and condensate
water is recycled and reused for
additional non-potable needs.

High Performance Glazing
High performance glass and
low U-value curtain wall units
enhance performance.
Water Use Efficiency
Efficient fixtures minimize
water demands.
Wetland Creation
An on-site wetland was created
for waste water treatment.
Cleaned water is reused for
irrigation and road flushing.

Building
Management System
The automated BMS schedules
preventative maintenance and
reduces energy usage through
improved systems coordination.

Exhaust Relief
Air Energy Recovery
Reduces energy costs by
extracting excessive heat or
cold from exhaust air stream
before being vented outside.

CO2 Sensors
Assure the energy used to
condition the outdoor air is
minimized without negatively
impacting indoor air quality.

